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Part I – Project Context

What does this project aim to achieve? 

 HSBC and Euroclear aim to resolve ETF post-trade issues in order to unlock the growth of 

their ETFs in Europe

 The ETF will be structured as an international security to eliminate the complexities of 

settling cross-border ETF transactions in Europe. The security will settle centrally in the 

international CSDs rather than in various national CSDs

 The objectives are to remove post-trade inefficiencies, reduce risks and lower costs 

that cross-listed ETFs in Europe face today:

 Inefficiencies: Initially, the domestic structure was an adequate solution. But, European ETFs rapidly 

became international instruments, traded on multiple exchanges, and were still settling in multiple national 

CSDs. The broker-dealer community is encumbered by inventory management issues, being forced to 

split ETF positions across CSDs to effect settlement. This settlement fragmentation also requires broker-

dealers to realign ETF positions among their different CSD accounts. This creates delays in trade 

settlement

 Risks: Broker-dealers currently experience high ETF settlement failure rates (when compared to other 

asset classes) and in some cases this leads to severe buy-in penalties and claims for compensation

 Costs: To avoid settlement fines and penalties, broker-dealers often require additional inventory buffers. 

They also employ additional middle- and back-office staff to manage these post-trade issues. We believe 

these hidden costs are preventable

These inefficiencies materially affect ETF trading costs. Fragmentation of ETF liquidity in 

Europe has resulted in especially wide spreads1 in ETF trading, which is a key concern for 

clients.

Note:

1. Funds investing in the same underlying index have tighter trading costs in the US as opposed to the same European version.
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Part I – Project Context (cont’d)

Are there additional benefits to the project beyond a centralized place of settlement?

 Removal of the need for ‘a German conversion’ for an Irish ETF when securities are traded 

between the UK (“IE” ISIN) and German (“DE” ISIN) markets – a key client complaint

 Global ETF expansion – European HSBC ETFs could be made available to trade on non-

European exchanges and settle at Euroclear Bank

 In future, ETFs could potentially be used as collateral

 The development of an ETF Securities Lending market which is partly hampered by difficult 

cross border post trade processes

 “Euroclearable” benefits:

 Easy access to the full range of Euroclear Bank clients for trading and settlement purposes (global 

custodians and broker-dealers)

 Better post-trade asset services

– Market claims in the base currency of the ETF 

– Harmonization of the ex/record-date between Germany and France

– Automatic FX conversions for dividend payments

 Improved settlement and post-trade options

– Large settlement window 

– Settlement in multiple currencies (currently 53 settlement currencies) 

– Collateral management for exposure management
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Part I – Project Context (cont’d)

Will the proposed solution replace the current way of issuing and settling ETFs 

domestically?

 The domestic post-trade structure was the right solution when ETF’s were first launched in 

Europe as most of the trades were within a given national market and thus, settled in the 

national CSD. ETF trading in Europe has since evolved, where ETFs are now traded on 

multiple national exchanges and MTFs. European ETFs have become international 

securities. This expanded European wide distribution requires a post-trade solution that is 

geared for cross-border trade settlement, i.e. as an international security settling in the 

ICSDs

Why do we need this solution, knowing that a number of European initiatives such as 

Target 2 Securities (“T2S”) aim to solve cross-border inefficiencies in Europe?

 T2S does not cover all European markets: the UK (which is an active ETF market) and 

Sweden declined to join

 Although SIX SIS will join T2S, they will only make euro-denominated securities available on 

T2S

How does this proposed solution fit with Euroclear’s strategy?

 Euroclear Bank – and the entire Euroclear group – is committed to make ‘Post-Trade 

Easy’. This initiative fits perfectly well with our company’s objective. As a market 

infrastructure we are working with various stakeholders to reduce risk, costs and 

inefficiencies in post-trade processes
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In terms of issuance, what will change versus today?

 Under the proposed international ETF structure, which is known as the CGN (Classic Global 

Note) structure, a physical global certificate will be issued and held by one of the common 

depositories used by Euroclear Bank and Clearstream Banking, Luxembourg. The ETF 

security positions will move around electronically in the ICSDs like any Eurobond or 

depositary receipt which has been issued and held via the common depositories

 A new ETF prospectus, defining the international issuance features and requirements, is 

needed. The new issue distribution process will remain the same as today, the only 

difference is that the issue will be distributed by Euroclear Bank rather than a national CSD

Will there be any other changes to the fund itself?

 No. The ETF will remain domiciled in the same fashion as before, there will be no 

differences to the management and protections within the fund for holders with the same 

safeguards. This is purely a settlement process

Will this new international ETF be eligible in Clearstream?

 Yes. The HSBC ETF will be eligible for settlement in both ICSDs. However, the issuance of 

the new ETF will take place exclusively in Euroclear Bank

 In the future, all ETFs issued with the new international structure will also be eligible in both 

ICSDs 

Are there any restrictions to holding these types of securities?

 Our analysis has indicated that there are no impediments to European investors holding this 

new ETF structure

Part II – Issuance
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Part II – Issuance (cont’d)

Will it be more expensive for me to hold ETFs in EB compared to my local CSD?

 No, certainly not. The initiative is an industry wide solution, covering both primary market 

and secondary market inefficiencies. The project will reduce the friction costs that financial 

intermediaries are supporting today. The values the solution brings needs to be looked 

globally. The total costs of ownership supported by the end investors for ETFs held in local 

CSD is significantly more expensive compared to an ETF held in the ICSDs. We have 

estimated that the solution will narrow the trading spreads in Europe to levels comparable to 

the US

 EB securities lending program will give additional revenue streams to custodians and reduce 

brokers settlement fails and buy-in exposures. Custodians will offer better asset servicing to 

their clients via more efficient market claims and harmonised Ex/Record-date processing 

across markets. The solution should also bring further opportunities for financial 

intermediaries (prime brokers, market makers) to provide more competitive pricing to their 

clients, reaching a larger investor base pool and increasing the total size of business for 

every players involved in this industry

 ETF issuers will be able to expand their distribution network to other markets in a plug and 

play solution at marginal costs due to EB’s worldwide links

Will it be more expensive for a prime broker/clearer to settle in EB compared to a local 

CSD?

 Based on current volumes, we expect clearers and prime brokers in the ETF new eco 

system to have similar infrastructure costs, as they benefit from EB sliding scale, which is 

designed to achieve similar settlement fee per transaction than the one of CSDs
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Part III – Trading and Clearing 

Actions to start trading this new ETF

For stock exchange transaction (for example on LSE): 

 London Stock Exchange: register with the London Stock Exchange to access the new ETF 

segment - complete the London Stock Exchange LCH.Clearnet Limited CCP static data 

form and return to the London Stock Exchange - For more details, refer to the London Stock 

Exchange website: www.londonstockexchange.com

 LCH.Clearnet Limited: establish an indirect or direct relationship with LCH Clearnet Limited. 

For more details, refer to the LCH.Clearnet Limited website: www.lchclearnet.com

 Please refer to Euroclear International ETF service description for the other exchanges

http://www.londonstockexchange.com/
http://www.lchclearnet.com/
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Part IV – Settlement and asset servicing 

My investor client is trying to settle locally instead of settling on the Euroclear settled 

segment, do you foresee many clients trying to settle locally?

 There will be a requirement to educate clients on the benefits of using the ICSD platform in 

order to unlock the value of the solution. There will still be scenarios where the settlement 

could occur locally. The structure has been designed to allow local investors to hold their 

ETF assets via eligible participants of the ICSD. Most CSDs have an account in EB or CBL

 However, every CSD will have to decide if they want to support the new instruments. The 

London Stock Exchange segment for ETFs with Euroclear Bank Settlement service will not 

allow for local settlement. All trading participants, clearing members or their settlement 

agents will be required to have arrangements in place whereby their settlements will occur in 

a Euroclear Bank settlement account

 Upon receipt of the settlement details contained within the static data form that will be 

required prior to live, LCH.Clearnet Ltd will instruct both sides of the settlement via Power of 

Attorney in the relevant Euroclear Bank settlement account. The arrangements for domestic 

settlement via Euroclear UK & Ireland (EUI) will remain unchanged in the London Stock 

Exchange’s existing standard ETF segments

Under the new structure, will a German trade still need cross-border settlement between 

Euroclear and Clearstream?

 Please refer to above question

 It will not be a cross-border transaction per se. The trading member will just have to deliver 

intraday from its account in Euroclear Bank to its account in CBF via the bridge Euroclear 

Bank – Clearstream Luxembourg, which will be a standard instruction (a conversion will not 

be required)

When are we expecting to receive dividends under the new structure?

 The dividend timeline will be the same as it currently is
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Part IV – Settlement and asset servicing (cont’d)

What is the process to claim dividends under the new structure?

 Euroclear Bank (EB) offers a market claim service on dividend payment i.e. EB manages 

the dividend on trades failing over Record-Date. In practice, Euroclear Bank will detect and 

process market claims on cum-trades failing on Record-Date. EB will also detect and 

process market claims on trades ex-dividend settling before or on record date (reversed 

market claims). EB will process the market claims in the same currency as the one in which 

the dividend is paid by HSBC

If a broker only has access to a local CSD (local Italian stock broker), can I still 

trade/hold ETFs? 

 The structure has been designed to allow local investors to hold their ETF assets via eligible 

participants of ICSD. Most of European CSDs have an account in EB or CBL

 However, every CSD will have to decide if they want to support the new instruments
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